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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: The Situation in Sudan

SUBMITTED TO: The Security Council

SUBMITTED BY: Algeria, Angola, Benin, Chile, Pakistan, 
United Kingdom, United States, China

The Security Council,1
2

Aware of the ongoing conflict in The Republic of Sudan,3
4

Also aware of the problems occurring in the Darfur region,5
6

Realizing the need to stabilize the region to prevent further expansion of the conflict,7
8

Noting with approval the extensive efforts of the African Union and the participation of the9
international community,10

11
Deeply concerned by the egregious humanitarian violations resulting in extensive loss of life,12

13
Noting with regret that militaristic action may ultimately be required for the timely resolution14

of some conflicts as a final solution,15
16

Recognizing the need for large scale humanitarian aide, pursuant to Sudanese governmental17
requests made to the UN, to the Sudanese people, in order to best ensure pre-existing and current18
efforts of the African Union,19

20
1. Asking the Sudanese government to embrace and participate in the regional and21

international call for peace and take every possible step to facilitate the maintenance of peace and the22
distribution of humanitarian aid within its borders;23

24
2.  Calls upon all nations having pledged or promised aide, be it monetary or military,25

pursuant to Clause 4, or humanitarian to fulfill said pledges by 1 January 2006. 26
27

3.  Requests that all fulfilled monetary and humanitarian pledges be appropriated to a UN28
funded humanitarian envoy, under the co-direction of the African Union and the United Nations, to29
serve as direct aides in humanitarian crisis plaguing the Sudanese people;30

31



4.  Requests further that all fulfilled military pledges to the UN, former or current, be32
directed to serve as designated United Nations peacekeepers, solely in charge of the safety, progress33
and efficacy of the aforementioned UN funded humanitarian envoy to the Sudanese people;34

35
5.  Encourages regional NGO involvement in employing solutions put forth by this body,36

through collaboration with the African Union and the Sudanese government.37

Final Vote: 12 in favor / 3 opposed / 0 abstentions


